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Daemi Group now represents over 50 insurance companies. They offer
free auto insurance quotes in Oklahoma and low rates for young
drivers.

(Newswire.net -- June 14, 2016) Tulsa, Oklahoma -- Daemi Group, an
independent insurance agency, reaches a new milestone—they now
represent over 50 insurance companies, allowing them to better market their
customers’ insurance needs. These companies include American Mercury,
Travelers, Progressive, Safeco, Gainsco, United Home, Amwins, Geneva
Insurance, Grinnell Mutual, Key Insurance, MDow, Mexipass, Unitrin,

Uaic/Southwest, American Modern and Cornerstone. With a wide selection of companies to choose from, Daemi
Group’s customers are guaranteed to find an insurance option that will fit their needs and preferences.

Daemi Group has been serving Tulsa and the surrounding areas for 20 years now. It started out as a family business
and has considerably grown to a large company where employees are treated just like family. The agency believes that
customer service is a principal key in the success of their business, which is why they promise to make every
customer’s experience as satisfactory as possible. As a company that began as a family business, Daemi Group cares
deeply about the welfare of families and considers families’ insurance needs as something very important to them.

The insurance agency originally started as an auto and home insurance company but has expanded to meet other
insurance needs. Daemi Group has a personal lines team that can provide their customers with Auto, Home,
Motorcycle, Life, Health, Boat and Renter Insurance. They also have commercial lines specialists that can help
business owners with their insurance needs. They can provide a quote for business property, general liability,
commercial auto, bonds, inland marine and workers compensation.

Initially having one location, Daemi Group ( www.oklahomainsures.com) expanded to several other locations to meet
their customers’ needs more quickly and easily. They currently have three locations in Tulsa on 41st St, Garnet Rd and
Peoria; one in Sand Springs; and three in Oklahoma City in Warwick, Penn and Blackwelder.

Daemi Group’s seven locations are run by a team of vibrant and competent managers that are always ready to serve
customers and answer all of their questions. It is headed by general manager Chris, who has been with the agency
from the beginning. According to the agency, it is due to his efforts that all seven offices remain to run smoothly.

The agency currently offers free auto insurance quotes in Oklahoma. They guarantee low prices on insurance, and
offer an even lower rate to young drivers. Daemi Group also has a deep culture appreciation and in fact has employees
that can speak Spanish to better assist their Spanish-speaking clientele. 
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About Daemi Group of Oklahoma

Daemi Group is an Oklahoma-based independent insurance agency that represents over 50 insurance companies
including Travelers, Safeco, Progressive, American mercury, Gainsco, Grinnell Mutual and Key Insurance. Founded 20
years ago, the agency originally served the Tulsa area until it eventually expanded to Oklahoma City and Sand
Springs. Daemi Group offers free auto insurance quotes in Oklahoma and provides low rates to young drivers.

Daemi Group of Oklahoma

10798 E 41st St.
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74146
United States
(918) 663-6500
carter@daemi.us
http://www.oklahomainsures.com/
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